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Joomla! For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2009

	With its pre-coded modules, open source Joomla! is popular for building interactive Web sites without writing code. This Web site design tool lets you build sites with discussions, polling, RSS feeds, picture submissions, shopping carts, and a lot more, quickly and easily and the quickest, easiest way to learn how to use it is Joomla! For...
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Investing in an Uncertain Economy For Dummies (Business & Personal Finance)For Dummies, 2008
The only certainty in investing — and probably in life — is uncertainty. That can make investing seem like an adventure; however, it’s more like a transcontinental expedition than a day trip to an amusement park. You can’t anticipate the turbulent waters or the snowstorms you may encounter along the way, but you’ll...
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Advanced Functional Programming: 6th International School, AFP 2008, Heijen, The Netherlands, May 19-24, 2008, Revised LecturesSpringer, 2009
This tutorial book presents seven carefully revised lectures given at the 6th International School on Functional Programming, AFP 2008, in Heijen, The Netherlands in May 2008.

The book presents the following seven, carefully cross-reviewed chapters, written by leading authorities in the field: Self-adjusting: Computation with Delta ML,...
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Green Building & Remodeling For DummiesFor Dummies, 2007


	When it comes to addressing most of the challenges we face as a society, it is often

	said that change begins at home. This is an exciting prospect—that we can make a difference

	around the world by changing the way we live our daily lives—and nowhere is

	it truer than in our efforts to improve the health of our planet,...
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Building Websites All-in-One For DummiesFor Dummies, 2012

	Ten minibooks in one! The perfect reference for beginning web builders


	This hefty, 800+ page book is your start-to-finish roadmap for building a web site for personal or professional use. Even if you're completely new to the process, this book is packed with everything you need to know to build an attractive, usable, and...
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The Extreme Searcher's Internet Handbook: A Guide for the Serious Searcher, Second EditionInformation Today, 2007
"A phenomenal resource for both extreme and not-so-extreme researchers. Great tips, clear explanations, and years of expertise distilled into 250 pages of clear, engaging text. This book should be on every searcher's desk."  —Mary Ellen Bates, coauthor, Researching Online for Dummies
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Digital SLR Cameras & Photography For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2007
Understand your camera and use every cool feature
   Capture the action, shoot RAW, make good pictures great, and share!   

   With a digital SLR camera, you can transform that great image in the viewfinder into a compelling photograph. This guide is packed with tips for taking advantage of all the...
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How to Do Everything with PowerPoint(R)McGraw-Hill, 2002
Follow real-world examples in this get-you-going guide and create your own PowerPoint presentations--from simple to dazzlingly sophisticated. Prepare slide shows--which you can show on a projection screen or computer monitor--featuring animation, sound, graphics, and even video clips. Edit and format text, add graphs and diagrams, include...
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Windows Server 2008 All-In-One Desk Reference For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2008
Covers the all-new Windows Server 2008!    

    Your one-stop guide to setting up, using, and maintaining Windows Server 2008    

    If, like many system administrators, you've been waiting impatiently for the arrival of Windows Server 2008, wait no more! It's here, and so is this book to help...
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Linux Administration Handbook (2nd Edition)Prentice Hall, 2006
As the deployment of Linux systems in production environments has accelerated, Linux administrators have longed for a book that addresses the challenges of this complex and exciting frontier. Linux Administration Handbook was written with this audience in mind. This book serves both as a valuable tutorial for the novice administrator and as a...
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Computers For Seniors For DummiesFor Dummies, 2009

	Great advice on choosing a computer, getting online, and having fun!


	Computers are an essential part of daily life these days, but they can be a bit intimidating at first. Computers For Seniors For Dummies, 2nd Edition gets you going with lots of illustrations and easy-to-follow-instructions, never assuming you already know...
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Photoshop Elements 12 All-in-One For DummiesFor Dummies, 2013

	Make ordinary photos extraordinary with Photoshop Elements 12 All-in-One For Dummies!


	Whether you prefer to snap shots on your smartphone or don’t ever leave home without your DSLR, chances are you have way more photos than you ever dreamed possible. Photoshop Elements 12 All-in-One For Dummies is here to...
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